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Introduction

This booklet is my first engagement with the notion of anthropocene. Just as the 
word describes a scratch, a change or an inscription on the earth’s surface this 
booklet tries to make a mark or maybe a mold of my own understanding of the 
anthropocene. 

Everything started at Mälarhöjdsbadet, a site not far from where I live, since I 
wanted to explore the common and everyday life. It became a conscious exercise 
of trying to usurp something unknown and abstract (the anthropocene) by seeing, 
reading and writing, scratching the surface slowly, repeatedly and concentrated.

The site, Mälarhöjdsbadet has been my guinea pig. I thank you for that.

From the first encounter, that consisted mainly of my preconceptions, of what a site 
consists of I tried with the help of Elizabeth Grosz and Hito Steyerl , to deconstruct 
my own image of Mälarhöjdsbadet, and reach beyond that. By listing the contents, 
the material ( like an inventory list) I travelled with google to a steel factory in Lu-
leå, to the woods of Mellanskog and a sand company in Bro. Then I went back to 
the site and the things to get a better look, to ask them how they are? Deleuze held 
my hand when I tried to understand if they only were tired or even exhausted? 
Reaching the end, feeling troubled and concerned about the impact that the human 
inevitably has, a new body suddenly turned up/ made appearence. And short after, 
its friend came too. 

With the help and care of a site, I was lead deeper and deeper in the world of anth-
ropocene feminism. 
Through the highly theoretical texts combined with the exploration of a simple 
and ordinary place in my nearby environment,  the distance I have felt to the sur-
roundings diminished, from having a quite abstract and ignorant approach veiled 
in rationality, I now feel closer, more engaged and attached to our surroundings. 
Just as the little change of preposition, from ‘the’ to ‘our’, I now see the ground a 
bit different. I believe this experience of getting to know a site especially will be a 
good reminder and mark in my mind, when I will explore new sites in the work as 
an architect. 
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The Site

In the woods of Sätra preserve, by the water Mälaren, there is a small bathing place 
called Mälarhöjdsbadet. Here people gather, especially on the summer, bathing, play-
ing and barbequeing. There are two small beaches, one bathing platform with a diving 
tower, several fire places, a small building with toilets, a volleyball pitch, a playground 
and an outdoor gym. The site slopes down to the water. And in the middle, there is 
standing an enormous power line, with a three to four meter high foundation. 

I wonder how old this bathing place is? Has this shoreline always been used as a be-
ach? The water seems constant and unchanged, even though I know how that the water 
line also changes. 
And then the fireplaces - this ancient human activity, that is now part of humans leisure 
and play. 
The gym is made of wood and have a rough design, just like it has been cut of from the 
trees around. How would a person from another time would interpret the outdoor gym? 
Or is it a very old invention? Maybe already the ancient greeks had outdoor gyms! 

This place is like a camouflage. It tries to be part of the nature that surrounds it. But 
one thing clearly breaks the illusion. The power line. And I guess that is why people 
are disturbed by it, and wants it to be moved.

Finally, the name Mälarhöjdsbadet, stands out in the distinct border and segregation 
between Mälarhöjden and Bredäng. Though it is geographically situated in Bredäng, 
this nice waterpath is part of Mälarhöjden, by its name.
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What’s the thing?

What’s the thing of Mälarhöjdsbadet? Is it the power line from above, is that what characterises and 
identify the site from above, say an aircraft on 12 000 meters above sea level. Or is it the picture in 
the local press? Or the images we find on instagram with the hashtag mälarhöjdsbadet? Or is it basi-
cally the name? Is the name the thing of the site? The name tells us that it belongs to Mälarhöjden, 
which tells us that it is nice, clean, calm, segregated, expensive. To conclude, the thing has a value, 
only by its name.

Hito Steyerl writes about image, identification, participation. The text is, in a way, positive towards 
the images and what they do, or actually what we do do with the images. We participate in the ima-
ges, and therefore identify with the object . She writes about the movement from object to subject 
and then object again.

“Traditionally, emancipatory practice has been tied to a desire to become a subject. Emancipation 
was conceived as becoming a subject of history, of representation, or of politics. To become a subject 
carried with it the promise of autonomy, sovereignty, agency. To be a subject was good; to be an 
object was bad. But, as we all know, being a subject can be tricky. The subject is always already 
subjected. Though the position of the subject suggests a degree of control, its reality is rather one of 
being subjected to power relations.” (Steyerl, 2010:2-3)

Back to the image. Or the images. Even though the image can seem clean, clear and one-sided, its 
not. Steyerl continues:

“The bruises of images are its glitches and artifacts, the traces of its rips and transfers. Images are 
violated, ripped apart, subjected to interrogation and probing. They are stolen, cropped, edited, and 
re-appropriated. They are bought, sold, leased. Manipulated and adulated. Reviled and revered. To 
participate in the image means to take part in all of this.” (Steyerl, 2010:5)
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Steel matter sand dust

Matter has its own form. So what is that form? The power line. 

Where does the steel come from? From Stora Kopparberg in Bergslagen, before it closed in the 70’s? 
After many years of discussing the commune is planning to move the power line, since the high po-
wer is harmful for the human, and now they want to build more housing in the area. Therefore it will 
probably be disassembled. Where will it go? Will the steel be put back to the place where it belongs? 
Will it be recycled? To recycle steel is common, since it is easy, and doesn’t need as much energy as 
to make new steel. Either in Luleå or Oxelösund. There they categorize steel as following:

11     Prima styckeskrot

117   Fragmenterat skrot

12     Sekunda styckeskrot

142   Prima järnvägsskrot

31     Prima löst tunnplåtsskrot

32     Prima pressat tunnplåtsskrot

622   Kopparlegerat styckeskrot1

 
If we look down from the power line, we see sand. Is it original? I mean, does it come from this site, 
this water, this lake? Or has it been transported here, from for example Bro outside Stockholm? Sand 
is a granular material of rock and mineral particles. The most common is silica and calcium carbo-
nate, which from the beginning has been created by various forms of life, like coral and shellfish.  

So sand is actually a non-renewable resource, and today it is very useful for making concrete.

Standing on the ground, I look around and see different things in wood. The wood could come from 
many places in Sweden, the closest lies in Sörmland and Uppland. There are a few big companies in 
Sweden, the biggest is called Sveaskog. There is also four cooperative associations, the closest one is 
called Mellanskog (betweenforest).

The swedish forest industry has been criticised by many environmental organisations for creating 
clear cuts. Building in wood is increasing and we see it as sustainable, even though the industry 
clearly isn’t.
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Exhaustion or the outdoor gym

I am often tired when I visit this place. I go out and run, and then I stop by the outdoor gym. It is 
mostly men and boys there. We all do our best, to get tired. Separate, but also, together. 
From the gym you have a good view. You watch the people, families and children playing on the 
beach, the birds in the water, the boats passing by, the power line. 

Deleuze writes exhaustion is not the same as being tired. Tiredness is physically and realizable, but 
exhaustion is the end of the possible. You lay down when you are tired, but when when you are ex-
hausted you sit, croaching your back and leaning your head in your hands. (Deleuze, 1995:6)

The space, the things are tired, but are they exhausted?  How is the water? Can we see, feel its mood? 
It is a camoflage, hiding from us. How is the water bottom, and the sand?  Are there any animals 
here except the ducks? By the path there are signs informing about the small animals hiding in the 
woods, and some days I have seen fresh traces from beaver.  Everything here is made crude so that it 
can bear the weather. But things start to be whorn out and now the commune is renovating the play 
ground. 

Deleuze writes further exhaustion is combinatorial, and that combinatorial is the art of exhausting the 
possible, through inclusive conjuctions. (Deleuze,1995:5)

Is the power line todays symbol for exhaustion? We are scared and stressed by all the information 
that is transported, images and words that move faster than we can grasp. We say that we are on the 
peek of what we can handle, though this has been said before in history. We say that we feel exhaus-
ted by all the possibilities. Is this what defines the combinatorial?  Are we touching the art of exhaus-
ting the possible?
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Beneath the water surface
the tail is dancing

an invisible paddle gives vibrations

I can’t hear the voice
a song is playing  rings in my ears

when sticks float

I can’t see
the sticks gathering

A place is being built about the night

a play old as the sea
the stick goes from a to b

the physiological buoyancy
darwin knew

when sticks float

in the morning it’s too late
fallen trees 

the site is taken 
a house is finished

when sticks float
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Under vattenytan simmar svansen
en osynlig paddel skapar vibrationer

hör inte
lyssnar på en låt  ringar i öronen

ser inte
pinnar som samlas

Ett hem byggs upp om natten

En rörelse gammal som havet
pinnen flyttas från a till b

dess fysiologiska flytkraft 
darwin visste

På morgonen 
är det redan försent

träden fallna huset färdigt 
Platsen är tagen

April morning / Aprilmorgon
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A love story

A short dialogue between the beever, the beetle, the commune, me my friends, Deleuze and Haraway 

Beetle:  
 Finally there is life again. So long time of depression. Strange things and disturbing sounds, 
in our woods. But now, all this places and hidings. So much food!

The commune:
 Oh, these beevers are a real danger! Its a massacre! Look what have they done! Dead trees 
all over the place, and soon one of them will fall and maybe hurt someone.  Can we really let them 
be?

Me and my friends:
 Of course! Are you not aware of the anthropocene feminism? What can I do? I will go out 
and look for a beever. I am so curious about how they behave. I would love to see them eat. It would 
have to be in twilight. The researcher who was interviewed in the local newspaper said so.1 Then you 
have to sneak, because they have excellent hearing but they see very badly. Who are their enemies 
really, except for us?

Beever:
 I hope we can stay here. Such a nice place. I have really been longing for the spring, and the 
ice to break. This waterlogged bark is awful. Finally we can eat some fresh herbs and twigs shot. And 
to swim again. So long time we have been waiting.2

Haraway:
 It is unthinkable. Seriously un-think-able. But still, we have to think.3

Deleuze: 
 Unthinkable you say. What is that word? Preposition un combined with the verb to think. 
Where does it lead us? 

Beever:
 Whatever happens I have my safezone in the water.  I just dive and stay in the water for 15 
min, and then you are already bored, silly human hahaha

Beetle:
 However, I am very happy now. Can you just let us be? Plz. Go somewhere else and think. 
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